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1 ••• Execut ve Summary 

The authors of this eritage Impact Assessment Report were contracted by ARK Environmental Consultants to 

undertake a Phase Hen"tage Impact Assessment of the demarcated surface areas on the farm Kameeldoorn 71-

J5 (Map Reference :50000 - 2529 AD, 529'20'01.1"; E29'24'03.5") for the devolvement of residential units along 

the banks of the OL fants River and immediate surrounding areas. The aim of the assessment was to determine 

the presence of he itage resources such as archaeological and historical sites and features, graves and places of 

religious and cultu al significance; to consider the impact of the proposed project on such heritage resources, 

and to submit app priate recommendations with regard to the cultural resources management measures that 

may be required a affected sites / features. 

In terms of the En iron mental Conservation Act (Act No. 73 of 1989), it is by law required of developers to carry 

out Environmental Impact Assessment Studies. In order to comply with the requirements of the List of Activities 

and Regulation for Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA) published in the government Notice No. R1183 EIA's 

shouLd, in all case, include a Heritage Impact Assessment Segment. The heritage component of the EIA is 

provided for in Se tion 26 of the Environmental Conservation Act and endorsed by section 38 of the National 

Heritage Resource Act (NHRA· Act No. 25 of 1999). In addition the NHRA protects all structures and features 

older than 60 year (see Section 34), archaeologicaL sites and material (see Section 35) and graves as well as 

burial sites (see S ction 36). The objective of this Legislation is to enable and to facilitate deveLopers to employ 

measures to limit he potentially negative effects that the development could have on heritage resources. 

Although no areas of significance for heritage management were Located within areas proposed for development, 

this report details the methodoLogy, Limitations and recommendations reLevant to the areas of proposed 

development. Alt ough mitigation is not necessary at this stage it should be noted that mitigation measures are 

valid for the dura ion of the development process i.e. mitigation measures might have to be implemented on 

features of herita e importance not detected during thfs Phase 1 assessment (e.g. uncovered during the 

construction proc ss). 

2 ••• Backg ound to the Project 

2.1 seo E AND MOTIVATION FOR INVESTIGATION 

The owner of the farm Kameeldoorn 71·JS, Mr. F. Pretorius, is planning more or less 104 stands with rural

residentfaL units long the banks -and on the floodplains of the Olifants River in Groblersdal region of 

Mpumalanga Prov nce. The authors of this report were contracted via ARK Environmental Consultants to 

undertake a Phas 1 Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) of areas demarcated for development. The purpose of 

this was to archa ologicatly examine these areas and to identify possible archaeological remains of heritage 

valUe by means 0 a thorough pedestrian survey. 

2.2 LE ISLAlION, eONSERVAllON AND HERITAGE MANAGEMENT 

SAHRA and their rovincial offices aim to conserve and control the management, research, alteration and 

destruction of cu tural resources of South Africa and to prosecute if necessary. It is therefore crucially important 

to adhere to heri age resource legislation contained in the Government Gazette of the Republic of South Africa 

(Act No.25 of 19 9) as many heritage s1tes are threatened daily by development. Conservation legislation 

requires impact ssessment reports that, in all cases must include EIA's and HIA's. 
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HIA's should be do by qualified professionals with adequate knowledge to <aJ identify all heritage resources 

including archaeolo ieal and palaeontological sites that might occur in areas of developed and (b) make 

recommendations f r protection or mitigation of the impact of the sites. 

2.2.1 e EtA and HIA processes 

Phase 1 Archaeolo ieal Assessments generally involve the identification of sites during a field survey with 

assessment of the; significance, the possible impact development might have and relevant recommendations. 

All Heritage Impac Assessment reports should include: 

a. Loea ion of the sites that are found 

b. Shor description of the characteristics of each site 

C. Shor assessment of how important each site is, indicating which should be conserved and which 

d. Asse sment of the potential impact of the development on the site/s 

e. e cases, a shovel test, to establish the extent of a site, or collection of material might be 

r qui red to identify the associations of the site. (A pre~arranged SAHRA permit is required) and 

f. Rec mmendations for conservation or mitigation 

This HIA report is 'ntended to inform the client about the legislative protection of heritage resources and their 

significance and ake appropriate recommendations. It is essential that it also provides the heritage authority 

with sufficient in ormation about the sites to enable it to assess with confidence: 

a. Wh her or not it has objections to a development 

b. Wh the conditions are upon which such development might proceed 

c. Whi h sites require permits for mitigation or destruction 

d. Whi h sites require mitigation and what this should comprise 

e. Wh ther sites must be conserved and what alternatives can be proposed that may re~locate the 

evelopment in such a way as to conserve other sites and 

f. Wh t measures should/can be put in place to protect the sites that should be conserved 

When a Phase 1 IA is part of an EIA, wider issues such as public consultation and assessment of the spatial and 

visual impacts of the development may be undertaken as part of the general study and may not be required from 

the archaeologis . If, however, the Phase 1 project forms a major component of an HIA it will be necessary to 

ensure that the udy addresses such issues and complies with section 38 of the National Heritage Resources Act, 

2.2.2 Legislation regarding archaeology and heritage sites 

National Resourc Act 0/ April 1999 
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According to Act N .25 of 1999 a historical site is Ilany identifiable building or part thereof, marker, milestone, 

gravestone, land rna k or tell older than 60 years." This clause is commonly known as the 1160~years clause". 

Buildings are amon st the most enduring features of human occupation, and this definition therefore includes all 

buildings older tha 60 years, mo dern architecture as well as ruins, fortifications and Iron Age settlements. 

IITell" refers to th evidence of human existence which is no longer above ground level, such as building 

foundations and bu ied remains of settlements (including artefacts). The Act identifies heritage objects as: 

o jects recovered from the soil or waters of South Africa including archaeological and 

p laeontological objects, meteorites and rare geological specimens. 

ual art objects 

ilitary objects 

o jects of cultural and historical significance 

jects to which oral traditions are attached and which are associated with living heritage. 

bjects of scientific or technologicaL interest. 

ny other prescribed category. 

With regards to a tivities and work on archaeologicaL and heritage sites this Act states that: 

"No person may a er or demolish any structure or part 0/ a structure which is older than 60 years without a permit 
by the relevant p vincial heritage resources authority, U (J4. [IJ 1999:58) 

and 

rwo persfX1 may, 'thout a permit issued by the responsible heritage resources authority~ 

and 

(a) estray, damage, excavate, alter, deface or otherwise disturb any archaeological or 
'Olaeontological site or any meteorite; 

(b) estray, damage, excavate, remove from its original position, collect or own any archaeological or 
laeontological material or object or any meteorite; 

(c) rode in, sell for private gain, export or attempt to export from the Republic any category of 
rchaeological or palaeontological material or object, or any meteorite; or 

(d) ring onto or use at an archaeological or palaeontological site any excavation eqUipment or any 
quipment which assist in the detection or recovery of metals or archaeological and 
laeontological material or objects, or use such equipment for the recovery of meteorites. (35, [4J 

1999:58). " 

"No person may, 'thout a permit issued by SAHRA or a provincial heritage resources agency-

(a) estroy, damage, alter, exhume or remove from its original position or otherwise disturb the grave 
if a victim of conflict, or any burial ground or part thereof which contains such graves; 

(b) destroy, damage, alter, exhume, remove from its original position or otherwise disturb any grave 
or burial ground older than 60 tears which is situated outside a formal cemetery administered by a 
local authority; 
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(c) br. ng onto or use at a burial ground or grave referred to in paragraph (0) or (b) and excavation 
e, ;pmen!, or any equipment which assists In the detection or recovery 0/ metals (J6. [ll 
I 9:60)." 

On the devetopmen of any area the gazette states that: 

I~ •• any person who I tends to undertake a development categorised as-

and 

(a) t construction o{ a roalt wall, power line, pipeline, canal or other similar form of linear 
~ ve/opment or barn'er exceeding 300m in length; 

(b) t e construction o{ a bridge or similar structure exceeding 50m in length; 

(c) a ~ development or other activity which will change the character 0/ a site-

(d) e. ceeding 5000m2 in extent; or 

(e) i volving three or more existing erven or subdivisions thereof; or 

(I) i vo/ving three or more erven or divisions thereof which have been consolidated within the past 
fi ve years; or 

(g) t e costs of Which will exceed a sum set in terms of regulations by SAHRA or a provincial heritage 
,-, 'Sources authority; 

(h) t ere-zoning of a site exceeding tOOOOm 1 In extent/ or 

(i) other category of development provided for in regulations by SAHRA or a provincial heritage 
'Sources authority, must at the very earliest stages of initiating such a development, notify the 
'Sponsible heritage resources authority and furnish it with details regarding the location, nature 
d extent of the proposed development (J8. [IJ 1999:62-64)." 

"The responsible erftage resources authority must specify the information to be provided in a report required in 
terms of subseeli (2)(0): Provided that the following must be included: 

(a) ne identification and mapping Of all heritage resources in the area affected; 

(b) 'fl assessment of the significance of such resources in terms of the heritage assessment criteria set 
t in section 6(2) or prescribed under section 7; 

(c) 'fl assessment of the impact of the development on such heritage resources; 

(d) n evaluation of the impact of the development on heritage resources relative to the sustainable 
acial and economic benefits to be derived from the development,' 

(e) he results Of consultation with communities affected by the proposed development and other 
nterested parties regarding the impact of the development on heritage resources,' 

(f) 'f heritage resources will be adversely affected by the proposed development, the consideration of 
Iternatives; and 

(g) Ions for mitigation Of any adverse effects during and after the completion of the proposed 
velopment (J8. [Jl 1999:64)." 

Human Tissue Ac and Ordinance 70f1925 

The Human Tissu s Act (65 of 1983) and Ordinance on the Removal of Graves and Dead Bodies (Ordinance 7 of 

1925) protects g aves younger than 60 years. These fall under the jurisdiction of the National Department of 

Health and the P ovincial Health Departments. Approval for the exhumation and re-burial must be obtained from 

the relevant Pro 'ncial MEC as well as the relevant Local Authorities. Graves 60 years or older fall under the 
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jurisdiction of the ational Heritage Resources Act as well as the Human Tissues Act, 1983. 

3 ••• Backgr und to Area 

3.1 L DESC RIPTION 

The Olifants River uns in a north-south orientation through the western and southern sections of Mpumalanga 

Province, passing t rough the town of GrobLersdal to become the main source for the Loskop Dam. The farm 

Kameeldoorn 71.JS is located approximately 20 km south of Groblersdal with its eastern fence bordering the 

western banks of t e Dllfants River. The area of the proposed development can be divided into 3 sections with a 

cumuLative surfac area of approximately 100ha. Area 1 is located on the banks of the river and Areas 2 & Jare 

situated a small di tance west of the river near two kopjes (Refer to Figure 2). 

3.2 PHY ICAL SURROUNDINGS 

Refer to main EIA eport for geographical, environmental and demographic attributes. 

-.~/~. 

, '\"~"'" ... ·,;s ..... . . . 

--; .. 

Figure 1 Segment of SA 1 :50000, 2529AD indtcating the research locale (Map: Rtnus Brits). 
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Fi re 2: Areas 1-3 demarcated for development on the farm Kameeldoorn 72-JS 

3.3 ARC AEQ-HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

ARCHAEOLOGICA FRAMEWORK 

The field of arch ology in southern Africa is typically divided into the Stone Age. Iron Age and Historical 

Periods. Table 1 ives a concise outline of the chronological sequence of Southern African prehistory. 

The Stone Age of outhern Africa is typically divided into the early, middle and late Stone~Age periods, 

represented by v rious major sites all over South Africa. The early Stone Age is characterized by the onset of the 

use of stone tool and these implements are Large and robust. The Middle Stone age represents specialization in 

the use of tools here flake, blade and scraper tools are commonly found. During the late Stone Age micro-toots 

are used and cult res such as the San replace stone with iron towards the end of the Stone Age. 

In southern Afric the Iron Age is commonty associated with the moverrent into and occupation of southern 

Africa by Bantu-s eaking groups. The Iron Age is typically divided into three phases or "traditions". 

The early Iron A marks the entry of Bantu speaking groups over the Limpopo River into South Africa around 200 

A.D. These peopl were agro-pastoraList communities that settled in the vicinity of water in order to provide for 

their cattLe and rops. The most irrportant artefactuaL evidence from early Iron Age sites is ceramic assemblages 

and the origins, tages of development and features of early Iron Age Groups are largely based upon ceramic 

typologies. Early Iron Age ceramics (classified into different "streams"; the Matola Tradition [east], the 

Lydenburg Tradi ion [west] and the Gokomere Tradition [west]1) show fine and elaborate decorations on the 

1 After Huffman, T. (1979a, 1982) in Hall, M: 1996 7 



neck, shoulder and he rim. Some of these pots display large prominent inverted rims and others have large neck 

areas. The early lro Age tradition continued up to the end of the first millennium AD. 

The onset of the m ddle /ron Age Iron Age dates back to ±900 AD and this phase is more commonly known as the 

Mapungubwe / K2 hose. These names refer to the well known archaeological sites that are today the pinnacle 

of South Africa's Ir n Age heritage. The inhabitants of K2 and Mapungubwe, situated on the banks of the 

Limpopo, were agr ulturalists and pastoralists and were engaged in extensive trade activities with local and 

foreign traders. A onsiderable amount of golden objects, ivory, beads (glass and gold) and clay figur'nes as well 

as large amounts 0 potsherds were found at these sites and also appear in sites dating back to this phase of the 

Iron Age. Ceramics of this tradition take the form of beakers with upright sides and decorations around the base 

(K2) and shallow-s ouldered bowls with decorations as well as globular pots with long necks. (Mapungubwe). The 

site of Mapungubw was deserted around 1300 AD and this also marks the relative conclusion of this phase of the 

Iron Age. 

The late Iron Age f southern Africa marks the grouping of Bantu speaking groups into different cultural units. It 

also signals one of the most influentiaL events of the second millennium AD in southern Africa, the di/aqane. The 

di/aqane(also known as "the scattering") brought about a dramatic and sudden ending to centuries of stable 

society in souther Africa. Reasons for this change was essentially the first penetration of the southern African 

interior by Portug ese traders, military conquests by various Bantu speaking groups primarily the ambitious Zulu 

King Shaka and th beginning of industrial developments in South Africa. Different culturaL groups were 

scattered over lar e areas of the interior. These groups conveyed with them their customs that in the 

archaeologicaL re ord manifests in ceramiCS, beads and other artefacts. This means that distinct pottery 

typologies can be ound in the different late Iron Age group of South Africa. A general tendency in ceramic 

production towar s the end of the late Iron Age was to scale down on decorations and to use more than one 

colour in the colo r decoration of pots. 

Historical and co niol times in southern African archaeology predominantly represent the presence, movement 

and contact with uropeans and this material culture is often studied conjunction with documentary sources 

Major subject areas of historical archaeological studies include South Africa's colonial history, maritime 

archaeological re nains and the Anglo Boer Wars. 

Table 1: o.ronol~gtcal sequence of Southern African prehistory * Years before present 

Early Stone Age 
2.5 million - 125000 ybp 

Middle Stone Age 
125000 - 25000 ybp' 

Late Stone Age 
20000 Be - present 

Early Iron Age 
300 - 900 AD 

Middle Iron Age 
900-1350AD 

Late Iron Age 
1400 AD - present 

Historical 9: Colom·al Pe iods 
±1850 AD- present 

•• u • roLV-

Early Hominids: 
Ausfralopltheclnes 
Homo habNis 
Homo erectus 

First Homo sap/efTs species 

Homo sapiens sapiens including San people 

First Banttrspeaking groups 

Banttrspeaking groups, ancestors of 
present-day groups 

Various Banttrspeaking groups including 
BaVenda, Thonga, Tswana, Basotho and 
Zulu 

Various Banttrspeaking groups as well as 
European farmers, settlers and explorers 

, 
Typically large stone tools such as hand axes. 

Typically smaller stone tools such as scrapers, blades and points 

Typically small to minute stone tools such a s arrow heads 

Typically distinct ceramics. 

Typically distinct ceramics, bead ware and iron I gold I copper 
objects 

Remains of occupation including hut remains and artifacts including 
grinding stones, potsherds and iron objects. 
Remains of iron smelting activities including iron smelting furnace, 
iron slag and residue as well as iron ore. 

Remains of historical obje<:ts and structures. 
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ARCHAEOLOGY AM HISTORY OF THE AREA: 

The larger surround ngs of Groblersdal and this section of Mpumalanga and Limpopo Provinces are synonymous 

with mainly two et nic groups. These groups, the (Ndzundza) Ndebele and the Sotho, more specifically the 

BaKopa, resided, m ved around and made war in these areas, the remains of which became embedded in the 

recent archaeologi at landscape. 

The north Nguni gr ups of the Swazi and the Ndebele are found in a large area covering Mpumalanga, Swaziland, 

Kwazulu/Natal eas of the Drakenberg extending into the Eastern Cape. 

Concise history 01 e Ndebele Groups ... 

One of the Nguni lit groups, the Hlubi moved to the north~eastern parts of the Transvaal where they became 

known as the Tran vaal Ndebele. The Transvaal Ndebele (that should not be confused with the Ndebeles of 

Mzilikazi) can be d vided into two groups, the Northern and Southern Ndebeles. Before the Difaqane (see later 

reference) the So thern Ndebele Group included the Manala, Ndzundza and Hwaduba. The Manala resided north 

of Pretoria and th Ndzundza, who are of importance to this synthesis, lived at Kwa Maza near present-day 

Stoffberg after li ng in the Steelpoort River area for some time. The Hwaduba, who adopted much of the 

cultural and lingui tic attributes of the Kgatla (see later discussion), Lived at the confluence of the Pienaars and 

Apies rivers. The orthern Ndebele included the Langa and Kekana groups that settled in the areas surrounding 

Polokwane and M dimole. These groups were already present in the Transvaal by the 15th century and up to this 

day they are scat ered over large parts of Mpumalanga and Gauteng. 

The Sotho: 

The Sotho groups ere found in the interior of the HighveLd areas of South Africa. At the end of the 18th century 

they occupied a arge area that fncluded present-day Botswana, large sections of the oLd Transvaal, the Free 

State Province as well as parts of the Northern Cape. ArchaeoLogical evidence tells us that the area between the 

Vaal River and th Malopo I Marico I limpopo Rivers was relativeLy denseLy populated by the 15th century AD by 

related Sotho-spe king communities. 

Concise history 0 relevant Tswana (Western Sotho) and Northern Sotho Groups ... 

The KI'U/a and weno: At the end of the 15th century a certain chief Mokgatla broke away from the Hurutshe 

group and settle in the Witwatersrand area to form the Kgatla. The Kgatla, a Tswana group resided in an 

expansive area i Luding Pretoria, the surroundings of the Magaliesberg and areas around present-day Brits, 

Rustenburg, Modi molle and Warmbaths as well as the Pilansberg area. Isolated KgaUa communities also settled 

in the surroundin s of Lydenburg, Middelburg and the Soutpansberg. As with the other Sotho groups the Kgatla 

also split into se ral smatter groups including the Pedi, Tlokwa, Phuting and Kholokwe. 

The Pedi:The m st prominent chieftaincy to separate from the Kgatla was the Pedi. Not much is know about 

the earlier hfsto of the Pedi but its separation from the Kgatla probably occurred during the 17th century. The 

Pedi were prece ed by the Kwena of Mongatane, the first to settle in present-day Sekhukhuneland in the 

Steelpoort Valle in the second part of the 17th century. This group divided at the Olifants River to form the 

Masabela, who b came the first permanent Sotho-speaktng residents of Sekhukhuneland and the Kopa I Kope 
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who settled in the icinity of present-day Groblersdal (see later reference). After the Masabela clan the Phasa 

community, relativ s of the former settled in Sekhukhuneland. In later years the Roka and Tau communities also 

established commu ities in the area. At around the end of the 18th century and the beginning of the 19th century 

the Maroteng Chief aincy became a powerful influence over smaller neighboring Sotho groups, dominating all of 

these smaller grou in the area. Their Chief, Thulare, won many small communities and Large amounts of cattle 

which, many say, r sulted in the formation of the Sotho state. The nucleus of this so-called state was defined by 

a triangle roughly emarcated by the confluence of the Olifants -and Steelpoort Rivers although the Pedi never 

confined their influ nce to this area. Groups such as the Kopa in the Groblersdal area, who are of specific 

relevance to this r port, and others living in the Strydpoort Mountains, were also under the rule of the Pedf. 

The di/oqone occu red during the second decade of the 19th century and is commonly known as a "time of 

disruption, disinte ration and dispersaL" (Bergh 1999) of many Bantu-speaking communities in the intenor of 

Southern Africa. T ditionaL views on the difaqane attributed much of this period to the military activities of the 

Zulu king Shaka an state formation within the larger Northern'Nguni communities. More recent perceptions 

include environme tal, demographic and political dynamics as well as the influence of foreign elements (e.g. 

Europeans, Griqua and Traders) penetrating the area as probable instigators of the difaqane. This period was 

characterized by v olence, disruption and uncertainty and caused major population movements amongst groups 

living north of the Orange River in the interior of Southern Africa. It was during these episodes that Ndebele 

groups moved into areas north of the Vaal River where they attacked, amongst others, the Phuting in the region 

of the Olifants Riv r. Lead by their ambitious leader Mzilikazi, they cont1nued to attack various other groups but 

later became disp rsed. Many of the Sotho groups were attacked and displaced and it was during this period that 

the Pedi settled i the Sekhukhuneland areas and the surroundings of the Olifants River. The difaqane and its 

legacy are regard d amongst the most important historical events in South African history as it profoundly 

influenced the so 'al, political end physical organization of the Bantu-speaking groups of South Africa as we 

know in today. 

Euro ean Conta 

The first Europea s to trek through the interior of South Africa north of the Vaal River was the expedition party 

of dr. Andrew Co an who traveled from the Cape to the border of Botswana and from there eastwards past the 

Waterberg into S khukuneland on the way to Delagoa Bay. The party however disappeared and was never heard 

of after a finaL re ort written by Cowan in 1808. After the foundation of Andries-Ohrigstad in 1845 many farms 

were proclaimed n the larger Mpumalanga area including the areas surrounding the Olifants River and the 

Strydpoort Mount ins. These farms were awarded to white farmers which lead to increasing tension and hostility 

between the Pedf's and the whites. At the same time, two Missionaries from the Berlin Missionary Society. 

ALexander Merens y and H. Grutzner established Mission Stations at Gerlachshoop near Groblersdal and 

Botshabelo near iddelburg. As tension mounted and both the Pedi's and the ZAR prepared for a confrontation, 

the Missionaries enetrated the local groups and built relatively positive relations with them. A war between the 

Pedi's led by Sek ukhune and the white farmers broke out in 1876. After continued confrontations Sekhukhune 

approached Mere sky to act as mediator between his peopLe and the ZAR Government and in February 1877 a 

peace treaty was announced. However, this treaty was flawed and fUrther confrontation, also with the British 

authorities foLLo ed. In 1879, after many confrontations and a prolonged time of instability Sekhukune was 

arrested and inc rcerated in the Pretoria Central Prison. 

Confltct with th Ndzundza Ndebele: The capital of the Ndzundza Ndebeles of Mabhogo was sftuated near 

present-day Roo enekal and Stoffberg in the highveld. From around 1845 white farmers settled in the area on 

Ndzundza land. hortly thereafter the ZAR decided to obtain land from the farmers to return to the Ndzundza, 
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on the condition th t Mabhogo submit under white authority and pay taxes. The Ndzundza however had no plans 

of submitting to th white authorities and shortly after the land "agreement" in 1860, the people of Mabhogo 

started to prepare or a confrontation. These preparations included persuading smaller groups in the area to 

amalgamate with t e Ndzundza and fight against the white invaders and in 1863 Mabhogo declared war on the 

Boers. In what was 0 become a relatively common occurrence, the Pedi of Sekhukhune allied with the Boers to 

reprise an earlier a sault by the Ndzundzas on Ped; homesteads. An attack by this combined force on the 

Ndzundzas failed, s did a later attack by the Boers with the Swazi's as allies. Thereafter many land disputes 

continued and unti his death in 1865, Mabhogo never surrendered his authority and his land to white farmers. 

Mabhogo's success rs, Cornelis I (Soqaleni) and after 1873, Rhobongo sought a more relaxed relationship with 

the ZAR but this li ison came to an end after the 1876 war between the ZAR and the Ped; when the Ndzundza 

initially helped th ZAR forces but withdrew from battle later on. The battle over Ndzundza land turned in their 

favor after British orces seized power over Transvaal in 1877. The British authority was of the opinion that the 

land awarded to th Ndzundza by the ZAR in the 1850's was too small and that the process of land distribution 

was done without he proper consultation of the Ndzundza. The British authority set up an enquiry into the land 

issue and they und rtook to return the rightful Ndzundza land to the people. A confusion of misunderstandings, 

miscommunication land claims and broken promises followed which resulted in white farmers being harassed 

and battered by t Ndzundza. In 1880 the British authorities decided to investigate the issue with via the 

"Mapoch commissi n". The commission couLd, however not resolve the land issues before the beginning of the 

Anglo ~Transvaal w r. After this, war broke out between ZAR forces and the Ndzundza. The Ndzundzas was a 

formidable side b t the then leader of the group, Nyabela surrendered on 10 July 1883 after fierce battles, He 

was sentenced to ife imprisonment and the Ndzundzas lost their land ownership. 

Con/lict with the opo: The Kopa, a split-group of the Pedi headed by Chief Boleu, settled in the vicinity of 

Maleoskop (Boleus op) near present~day Groblersdal in the late 18th a earLy 19th centur1es. A similar situation 

than that of the N zundza Ndebele played itself out when white farmers settled in these areas, and the local 

government were orced to buy land from the farmers for the Kopa. Yet again the condition was set that they 

abide to the laws f the authority and they pay taxes. The Kopa were also required to be in support of a nearby 

missionary station Gerlachshoop. This agreement led to increased tension between the authorities, the 

missionaries and t e Kopa. In the second part of 1863 the Kopa were attacked by a combination of Pedi and 

Boer forces. The edi became involved in the attack in order to revenge raids carried out on their homesteads by 

Kopa and Ndzund a (Ndebele) groups_ Boleu and his people successfully defended their territory but in 1864 the 

Swazi's carried 0 t a destructive attack on Maleoskop. As with the Pedi, the Swazi's sought revenge after 

Boleu's people ha harassed their homesteads. Boleu, along with more that 800 warriors were killed and more 

than 2000 women and children were taken captive. After this massacre Boleu's son and successor, Ramapudu 

submitted under he authority of the ZAR and the weakened Kopa suffered devastating attacks from the Pedi's 

and Ndzundza Nd beles, later splitting into minor groups. 

Today the archae logical Sites at Maleoskop and the Gerlachshoop Mission Station count under some of the most 

important and fa cinating heritage areas 11 the north-east of South Africa. The sites, containing stone-wall and 

brick waLL structu es, large settlement areas and middens and human remains have been intensively studied by 

archaeologists an offer much insight into the Kopa arid their last days at Maleoskop. Smaller similar satellite 

sites area scatter d across the landscape and on the banks of the Olifants River. 

4 ••• Meth d of Enquiry 

Archaeological r connaissance implies the systematic procedure of the identif1cation of archaeological sites. 
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Reconnaissance of e area under question was done by means of a systematic pedestrian survey. This involved 

field walkfng along system of transects. In this way the total area was divided into sectors and these were 

walked systematica ly aLong various transects, thus making the recording of finds more accurate and impartial. 

The reconnaissanc of the area under question served a twofoLd aim: 

T e identification of archaeological and h1storical sites of importance. 

T is was done in order to indicate and determine the extent of the possible archaeological and 

hi toricallandscape of the area under question. 

T e spatial recording of archaeological sites. 

A archaeological cultures and historical events have spatial definitions in addition to their cultural 

a d chronological context. Where applicable, spatial recording of these definitions are done by 

ans of a handheld GPS (Global Positioning System). 

4.1 ES OF INFORMATION 

In accordance wit archaeological practise, a pedestrian survey was carried out as part of the scoping process of 

the areas under q stion during which standard archaeological procedures for observation were followed. In 

order to cover the total surface areas systematically and thoroughly a total coverage transect survey was carried 

out by two archae logists. The survey area was divided up into 20m transects and GPS waypoints were plotted at 

the beginning and nd of each of these strips. Starting at one waypoint and field walking to the next whilst 

surveying, the tot 1 surface of the three areas under question was examined impartially and consistently. As 

most archaeologic l material occur in single or multiple stratified layers beneath the soil surface, special 

attention was give to disturbances, both man -made such as roads and clearings, as well as those made by 

natural agents suc as burrowing animals and erosion. Locations of archaeological I historical material remains 

were recorded by eans of a Garmin Hrex Legend GPS (although these remains were found outside the areas to 

be developed). G neral conditions on the terrain were photographed with a Canon 0350 Digital camera. 

4.2 L1MI ATiONS 

The surrounding v getation in the area under question was mostly a combination of riverine bush and scrubs on 

the river bank in rea t~ and scattered bush, trees and grass in Areas 2 & J(Refer to Figures 3 ·6). The general 

visibility at the ti e of the survey (30-03-2007) was relatively low in Area 1 and moderate in Areas 2 &.1. In 

single cases durin the survey sub-surface inspection was possible but this revealed no apparent archaeological 

deposits. 

It should be note that undetected heritage remains may still be on the property in sub-surface deposits, in 

which case it mus be reported to the Heritage Resources Authority or the archaeologist and may require further 

mitigation measu es. 
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Figure 3: Agrtculturalland on the western perimeter of Area 1 

Figure .oj: Dense vegetation in Area 1 on the banks of the OUfants River 
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Figure 5: View of surroundings in Area 2 

6: View of Are. 3 In the foreground with the Otlfants River In the distance 

4.3 CA·~EGORIE5 OF SIGNIF ICANCE 

archaeological sites is generally ranked into the following categories. 
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The significance of an archaeological site is based on the amount of deposit, the integrity of the context, the 

kind of deposit and the potential to help answer present research questions. Historical structures are defined by 

Section 34 of the N tionaL Heritage Resources Act, 1999, while other historical and cultural significant sites, 

places and feature, are generally determined by community preferences. 

A fundamental as ct in assessing the significance and protection status of a heritage resource Is often 

whether or not th sustainable social and economic benefits of a proposed development outweigh the 

conservation issu at stake. There are many aspects that must be taken into consideration when 

determining stgnf cance, such as rarity, national significance, scientific Importance, cultural and religious 

significance, and ot least, community preferences. When, for whatever reason the protection of a 

heritage site is n deemed necessary or practical, its research potential must be assessed and mitigated In 

order to gain dat I Information which would otherwise be lost. Such sites must be adequately recorded 

and sampled befo e being destroyed. These are generally sites graded as of low or medium significance. 

5 •.. Archa olosical and historical remains 

5.1 ARC AEOLOGICAL I HISTORICAL REMAINS: AREA 1 

Area 1 is situated n the banks of the Olifants River and stretches westwards towards irrigated fields. The areas 

immediateLy bord ring the river is covered by extremeLy dense riverine bush which thins out towards the west. 

On the western p iphery of Area 1 the surroundings seems to have been disturbed by past agricultural activities 

and large amount of Khaki and SickLe Bush litter the surface. 

Stone Age Remain: 

No Stone Age arc aeological material was identified in Area 1. 

Iron Age Remains: 

No Iron Age archa ological material was identified n Area 1. 

Historical I Colo '01 Remains: 

No Historical I Co onial archaeological material was identified in Area 1. 

Graves: 

No indication of g aves were identified in Area 1. 

5.2 ARC AEOLOGICAL I HISTORICAL REMAINS: AREA 2 

Area 2, situated t the south-west of the existing Kameeldoorn farmstead extends in a roughly south-east north

west orientation. egetation in this area is predominantly grasses and Sickle Bush. 

Stone Age Remai 

No Stone Age arc aeological material was identified in Area 2. 

Iron Age RemaIns 

No Iron Age arch ological material was identified n Area 2. 

Historical I Colo ial Remains: 
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No Historical/Col ial archaeological material was identified in Area 2 

Graves: 

No indication of gr ves were identified in Area 2. 

5.3 ARCH EOLOGICAL I HISTORICAL REMAINS: AREA 3 

Area 3 lies directly ast of a small hill and extends in a north south dfrection. This rocky area contains mostly 

long grasses, tree verage and cacti. The area has been fairly disturbed by cattle grazing and farming 

activities. 

Stone Age Remains 

No Stone Age arch eological material was identified in Area 3. 

/ron Age Remains: 

No Iron Age archae logical material was identified i1 Area 3. 

Historical/ Coloni I Remains: 

No Historical/Col nial archaeological material was identified in Area 3. 

Graves: 

No indication of gr ves were identified in Area 3. 

5.4 ARCH EOLOGICAL I HISTORICAL REMAINS: OTHER AREAS (NOT RELEVANT TO DEVELOPMENT) 

Although not part areas demarcated for development, the slope and summit sections of the small hill, 

situated west of Ar a 3 were also investigated. The slope is fairly rocky and vegetation is dense. 

Stone Age Remains 

No Stone Age arch eo[ogical material was identified in other areas on the property. 

/ron Age Remains: 

Minor rough stone alling and at least three grinding holes on a large boulder were located on the eastern slope 

of the small hill sit ated west of Area 3 (Refer to Figures 2 & 7). At this stage it is not possible to determine 

whether these feat res are contemporaneous but according to indications the features might fit the profile of 

later phases of the Iron Age. It is possible that this might have been an outpost for a cattle herder. 

Historical / Coloni I Remains: 

A large stone walle cattle kraal is situated on the small hill where above mentioned features have also been 

found (Refer to Fig re 8). The kraal floor is made up of weathered cattle dung and a small midden can be found 

to the western pre inct of the kraal where a well defined entrance I exit is situated (Refer to Figure 8). 

According to the fa m owner this kraal was built in the 1910's by the then owner to protect and stock cattle. 

Graves: 

No graves were ide tified i1 other areas on the property. 
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Figure 7: Grinding holes in boulder on hill near Area 3 

8: Well defined entrance to stone walled cattle kraal on hUl near Area 3 
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6 ••• Evalua ton 

No areas of heritag importance were located in the areas demarcated for development. 

7 ... Recom endattons 
This report serves 0 confirm that no heritage resources such as archaeological or historical sites, graves, or 

places of social or eligious significance were found inside areas demarcated for the deveLopment on the farm 

Kameetdoorn 71-JS. Areas that might be of archaeological significance were Located on a small hill outside areas 

demarcated for de elopment. It is therefore recommended that the development of Area 3 be restricted to the 

plains east of the ill (as proposed and planned by the developer) and that the hill and its eastern slopes be left 

undisturbed by de elopment and construction activities. 

PLease note that t e fact that no archaeological I heritage resources were located in development areas does 

not rule out the p ssibility of sub-surface archaeological or cultural material being uncovered during future 

construction work. The discovery of previously undetected cultural remains during development must be 

reported to the 5 uth AfrIcan Herttage Resources Agency (SAHRA -Mpumalanga), or the archaeologists, and 

may require mitt tion measures. 

From a heritage r ources management point of view no objections are raised with regard to the development of 

these areas. 

Xander Antanites 

(BA, Hans chaealogy) (BA, Hons, MA Archaeology) 
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8 ••• Adden um: Terminology 

Archaeology : 

The study of the h man past through its material remains. 

Artifact: 

Any portable objec used, modified, or made by humans; e.g. pottery and metal objects. 

Assemblage: 

A group of artifact recurring together at a particular time and place, and representing the sum of human 

activities. 

Context: 

An artlfact's conte t usually consist of its immediate matrix (the material surrounding it e.g. gravel, clay or sand), 

its provenience (he izontal and vertical position within the matrix), and its 05sociation with other artifacts 

(occurrence togeth r with other archaeological remains, usually in the same matrix). 

Cultural Resource nagement (CRM): 

The safeguarding 0 the archaeological heritage through the protection of sites and through selvage archaeology 

(rescue archaeolo ), generally within the framework of legislation designed to safeguard the past, 

Excavation: 

The principal meth d of data acquisition in archaeology, involving the systematic uncovering of archaeological 

remains through th removal of the deposits of soil and the other material covering and accompanying it. 

Feature: 

An irremovable art act; e.g. hearths, architectural elements, or soil stains. 

Ground Reconna1s ance: 

A collective name r a wide variety of methods for identifying individual archaeological sites, including consultation 

of documentary so rces, place-name evidence, local folklore, and legend, but primarily actual fieldwork. 

Matrix: 

The physical maten l within which artifacts is embedded or supported, i.e. the material surrounding it e.g. gravel, 

clay or sand. 

Phase 1 Assessmen 

Scoping surveys to stablish the presence of and to evaluate heritage resources in a given area. 
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Phase 2 Assessme ts: 

In-depth culture re ources management studies which could include major archaeological excavations, detailed 

site surveys and m pping I plans of sites, including historical I architectural structures and features. 

Alternatively, the ampling of sites by collecting material, small test pit excavations or auger sampling is 

required. 

Sensitive: 

Often refers to gra es and burial sites although not necessarily a heritage place, as well as ideoLogically 

significant sites su h as ritual I religious places. Sensitive may also refer to an entire landscape I area known 

for its significant eritage remains. 

Site: 

A distinct spatial lusteri1g of artifacts, features, structures, and organic and environmental remains, as the 

residue of human ctivity. 

Surface survey: 

Two basic kinds ca be identified: (1) unsystematic and (2) systematic. The former involves field walking, i.e. 

scanning the grou d along one's path and recording the location of artifacts and surface features. Systematic 

survey by com pari on is less subjective and involves a grid system, such that the survey area is divided into 

sectors and these re walked systematically, thus making the recording of finds more accurate. 
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